The most ADVANCED protection
for your loved ones
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PHOTOSENSITIZING
Backed by Science

24/7 all round protection from new germs!

Forms a thin and invisible layer of protection, killing new germs
from forming on the protected surfaces…
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A brief info

The current pandemic is the biggest black swan event of our
time and has challenged this generation, leading to millions
being infected ad hundred of thousands of deaths.

Unfortunately, there is no reliable treatment or vaccine or
treatment at the moment that can destroy the microbe in
seconds.
Viruses like Covid-19, HFMD, H1N1, etc, are
extremely virulent They can stay in the air and surface for
prolong periods and will not inactivate easily. Presently, the
only known way is through toxic chemicals or increasing
oxygenation (heat).

Currently, 90% of the disinfectants in the market only INHIBIT
the virus. Many products claim anti-microbial efficacy of
24hrs. This is only ‘inhabitation’ period. Other products which
may traumatize and damage the pathogens may be toxic or
slow time to efficacy (couple of minutes to more than an hour)
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How G3Tech technology works
Our technology is a photosensitiser (PS) that
is able to kill 99.9999% of bacteria and
viruses on contact.
The PS does not contain toxicity and does
not use toxicity to kill germs. Instead, it uses
short and rapid bursts of Oxygen (O2) to
effectively kill viruses and bacteria, leaving
the microbes with absolutely no chance of
survival.
When light (any type, including natural/
indoor) is present, our PS will trigger a
reaction with molecular oxygen. The process
converts into energy and excited singlet state
oxygen which will destroy the microbes.
Due to the dual mechanism in our
technology, our PS works without light too.
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Dual Mechanism:
Photodynamic antimicrobial
(PDA); functions with light
irradiation;
Cationic antimicrobial (CA):
functions with or without light
irradiation

ADVANTAGES OF G3TECH TECHNOLOGY

Safe & Non-toxic:
Near food grade. Non chemical
base and not rely on toxicity to
kill germs

Non-drug resistant:
Does not cause drug
resistance due to rapid
action and multiple
attacking sites on the
microbes

Broad Spectrum:
Effective to kill a broad
spectrum of microbes
including bacteria, spores and
fungi

Areas of use: Effective
under sunlight, indoor
or natural lights, or
without light source

High Efficacy:
High antimicrobial efficacy:
>99.99% within 2 mins

Regenerative:
Regenerate through
light source and nondiminishing in use. Nonantibiotic resistant
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Destruction of bacteria endotoxin, reducing endotoxininduced complications such as sepsis

Destruction of biofilm produced by pathogens

Effective to kill other pathogens, including fungi, viruses
and parasites

Effective immediately against drug-resistant bacteria

A High amount of oxygen products generated (in
thousands) per molecule

Advantages

§

Does not cause drug resistance due to rapid action and
multiple attacking sites on pathogens

Analysis of
other current
known
technology out
there that
claims to kill
viruses
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Alcohol &
chemicals eg.
Hydrogen
Peroxide, QAC

Efficacy:

Depending on concentration, usually
60%-99% in ½ minute

Safety:
Small amount is safe for consumption. On its own, it is
toxic,
fatal when ingested, flammable/spontaneous combustion when in contact
with organic materials, irritation and corrosion if applied frequently to the
surface
Function: Only kills some family of pathogens
Easily available
Hospital grade
Instant dry
Drawbacks: Evaporates quickly and not long lasting
Caustic, corrosive to surface and skin
Some virus may be resistant
Mixed with other chemicals may have elements of
toxicity release
Non porous surface only
Pungent and harmful to air circulation. Irritate respiratory system
Harmful to environment
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Silver ion / Nano

Efficacy:

60% / 60min

Safety:
Dangerous to users when Nano particles are inhaled or
consumed or when particles contact open wounds or infections
Function: Only kills some family of pathogens; no virus yet
Catalytic response of nano materials is far superior than other products
Good medical benefits by entering biological tissues to treat
wounds and infections
Can block UV light
No stain, odourless
Speed up reaction as they have high surface area to volume
ratio
Works on both porous and non-porous surfaces
Drawbacks: Side effects on humans varies
Since particles are small, they may cause adverse biological
effects
Penetrate into biological barriers and may damage human and
animal health
Non-lasting
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Metals
(Copper, Zinc)

Safety:

Efficacy:

Dangerous when inhaled

60% / 30min

Need to work with solvents and usually bears toxicity after the
mix
Function: Long history as infection killing agent
Only kill some families of pathogens
Ineffective on some viruses
Known as molecular oxygen grenade
Works on non-porous surface
Drawbacks: Expensive
Non-lasting
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Oxidation eg.
Titanium Oxide

Efficacy:

81.14%/60min to 90%/60min

Safety:
Side effects on health
Function: Kills and decompose microbes including spores and VOCs
Purifies air, odourless
Coating is transparent
Can be applied to all surfaces
Drawbacks: Some level of toxicity
Corrosion
In mice study, it induces emphysema and lung redness. Also
affected the glial cells in the brain
Environmental pollution
Possible carcinogenic
Increases skin aging
Need specialised equipment to carry out application
Non-lasting
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UV Light &
Ozonization

Efficacy:

99.99%/30 min

Safety:
Can damage human skin and surfaces
Function: Kills Covid-19 and some families of pathogen
Deodorises
50 times more effective than alcohol
No toxic residue
Kills airborne microbes
Drawbacks: Too much may cause chronic respiratory infection
Warnings issued by FDA
Carcinogen causing
Irritation to breathing passaged
Can cause headaches, skin irritation and retinal damage
Risk of skin cancer
Need specialised equipment to carry out applications
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Unique Selling Points

² Natural. Plant extracts, non-caustic
² Class A viricide. Instant kill. 6 log kill
² Science-based technology with lab tests from prestigious entities
² Harvard Technology
² Multi surface application (Wood, electronics, metal, upholstery, etc)
² FDA and CE certified
² Odourless and deodorises
² Long lasting and continuous results
² No stains or dye on surfaces and fabrics
² No residue
² Multi-functional
² Hypoallergenic
² Food and health grade
² Long-lasting
² Eco-friendly
² Not effected by humidity
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Efficacy in microbe killing

1

100% (6 logs)
KILLING efficacy
against virus in
solution
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Efficacy in microbe killing

2

99.9999% (6 logs)
KILLING efficacy
against bacteria on
both solution and
from hard coated
surface
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Efficacy in microbe killing

3
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Certification
4

1

SGS
MRSA efficacy Test at >99.999%

Efficacy Test at 99%

Japan Microbiology Lab

2

5

Virus efficacy Test at 100%

NUS Medical School

Japan Industrial standard
Garment Efficacy Test at 99%

3
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Efficacy Test at 100%

China Detection center for
Microbiology

Efficacy Test at 99%

China Academic of Science
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OUR RANGE OF PRODUCTS
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Hand Sanitizers
Disinfectant
Sanitising Wipes
Fabric Softener (with antiviral, antimicrobial coating booster
Paint Coat
Multi-functional spray coating (water and solvent based) for
different surfaces
Aqua Spray Coat
Anti-microbial Fabric (Bed Linen, Socks, Non-woven fabrics,
Uniforms)
Anti-viral Plastic PET sheet
Anti-viral Mask and Face Shield
Anti-viral Plastic Cling Wrap
Body Wash
Microfibre Spray
Water Filter
Air Filter
And many more

Our range of Products
v
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This is a slide title

⊷ Here you have a list of
items
⊷ And some text
⊷ But remember not to
overload your slides with
content
Your audience will listen to you
or read the content, but won’t
do both.

For more information, please contact
Suzy Yeo
+65 93855673

yeosuzy2@yahoo.com.sg

